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 These instruments are hand-crafted for the meticulous user and showcased in MIDI form, CD/Video, and full-on Expert and Top-Tier Multitimbral versions. Digitally perfect Reverb/Delay treatments and Optimum Gate compression all filter out the noise to give you the best Guitar Tone in the Digital domain. Tonality gives you full access to a "Player" function as well as to edit and craft your own
customized sound patches. Whatever your need for a sound, Tonality has you covered. The Expert version takes you to the next level with unparalleled tone crafting power. The Expert version is based on Will Putney's Signature Guitar sounds and offers you over 20 different Guitar Tunings and over 9 different guitar variations. Advanced features such as Function Modules allow you to build a custom

sound tailored to your needs. You can even create your own custom VST instruments. Do you have a special sound you'd like to hear in Guitar? Will Putney's GuitarTone Ensemble is your answer. With over 100 hand-crafted Guitar Sounds in your guitar amp or on your headphones, you will never go back to your stock set-up. This technology is based on the best of Will Putney's Signature Sounds,
featuring over 800 factory presets recorded by Will in his Signature Guitar and Amp. WILL PUTNEY’S GUITAR TONE IS IN HERE Ever wonder how Will Putney captured the sound of those classic hand-wired Les Pauls, Telecasters, and more? It’s simple. He took the sound of the vintage amps he used to record those classic sounds, recorded a series of samples directly into the computer, and then

designed and modeled each sound himself. At the end of the day, it’s a single guitar recorded in perfect detail, played with perfect nuance and variety, and that’s what you get. From the Les Paul to the Strat, the Dime Box to the MB-3, the Bassman to the Telecaster, Will Putney’s Tone Ensemble offers everything you need to craft your own signature sound in your electric guitar. Applying extensive
modeling to the sound of traditional instruments, Custom Modes give you the ability to change the colors, saturation, and tweak the sound to your exact specifications. Based on the famous Ibanez models that he used to record, Custom Modes make the sounds of Will Putney’s Signature Sounds usable in a 82157476af
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